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Dear Master, 

Paris 
December 7, 1951 

I have indeed received your letter of November 24, as well 

as the (?) . Details such as photographs and the dates of birth 

   

of ROY, BAILLE, WITMARCH, PETITJEAN, etc., will be the subject of 

my next letter. My inquiry is advancing very quickly and the 

people that I have contacted are found in the four quarters of 

Europe. I have encountered a problem of liaison with you and 

above all a financial problem. I am obligated, in the state in 

which I find myself, to dedicate myself almost exclusively to your 

affairs to the detriment of my own activities. My means do not 

permit me to commit myself to pay travelling expenses in advance, 

and the advance which you have given me is largely spent. Restau-

rants and planes are not cheap. It pains me to talk money with 

you but I am effectuating something tremendous which would be 

damaged if blocked by a question of money. I need 5,000 francs 

for Spain and Portugal (plane 2,300 plus 1,000 (?) hotel and 

restaurants). If you could quickly send me a sum greater than 

this for my other expenses and also for some small payments to 

certain "collaborators", that would avoid loss of time for me 

and you, too. Almost a month has passed since I have had any 

response to my (?) letters. 

Please excuse me for returning to these questions of 

money. Let's pass on to my latest information. 

1) Jean Rene SOUETRE was born October 15, 1930 at 

AIGUEMORTES LES GRAVES in the girond and not at LA BREDE. He 

has been married three times. He has three children. 
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A) with MARCELLE BERROTTE, divorced in 1961; 

B) with Josette DE MARCAILHOU D'AYMERIE, divorced in 1971 

C) with FRANCOISE HOURTIC in 1973. The latter was born 

ARCACHON on January 10, 1945. 

2) SOUETRE currently owns a piece of land in Paris located 

at 23 Rue Leverrier in the 6th arrondisement. 

3) He has actually been at Divonnes les Rains since 1975, 

where he is a member of the board of directors in charge of public 

relations at the Divonnes Casino. 

The most interesting thing is that among the directors of 

the casino is one named BAILLE, the one who set up this shipwreck 

salvaging business in the Carribean and who resided in New Orleans 

with the ship's lieutenant ROY. 

4) SOUETRE was officially in Spain from 1962 to 1971. His 

official address was a business at Palma Nova de Majorque. In re-

ality he was very frequently in the Caribbean. In 1963 (June or 

July) and until 1964 (April) he was occupied with a bungalow 

factory, the COFABAC, whose main location was Trinidad. He had 

numerous contacts with anti-Castroites. I will know some soon 

after my trip to Spain. 

He was also occupied with a sugarworks in the Antilles, but 

in 1971. He had very close contacts with the "colon" milieu in 

Martinique who arranged for his Antilles papers. 

5) SOUETRE had very powerful contacts with General WALKER, 

member of the John Birch Society. In 1970 the French services 
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had a very close interest in associates of General WALKER 

residing in Germany. The latter were (?) relations with an 

extreme right-wing group composed of ex-O.A.S. members. Especial-

ly ex-Delta members. The meetings took place at BREY Street or 

"Poulallei". Some of the members of this group will be arrested 

some time later for the kidnapping of "the banker of the OAS" 

Raymond GOREL. He worked with LAFAILLE of Carcasonne, RENAUD, 

ex-adjutant chief of the Legeion, Jean LECRIVAIN, Robert CALKA. 

In anticipation of a prompt response, please accept dear 

Master (?) my complete devotion. 

/s/ 

P.S. I am attending an imminent meeting with the old man 

responsible for the ORO and Doctor PEREZ. In case of monetary 

negotiations for documents, can I commit myself? 


